
What? Is it. The world's first general-purpose agent-based computer programming platform. It makes 
distributed and parallel computing inherent within the nature of every program. It is designed based on two 
concepts of Agent-Based Computing for its component model, and Request Broker for its inter-component 
interaction model, hence the name Knowledge Request-Broker Architecture or KnoRBA. The result is a 
globally-scalable platform with implementation and location transparency, that enables seamless integration 
of local and distributed software modules in a dynamic (liquid-form) software/hardware system.

How? Does It Work
KnoRBA Application. Agents can be written in any language as long as proper library for that 
language exist. A KnoRBA program is merely a collection of agents in a package specifically 
with .KAR or .KAP extension.

Agent Runtime Environment (ARE). KnoRBA applications are executed by KnoRBA Agent 
Runtime Environment (ARE). There is one Kernel ARE per node that acts like an operating system 
for agents. It gives them resources, manages their life cycle, and relays messages between them. 
ARE automatically selects the fastest communication method between any two given agents, 
hence acting as a broker. If security allows, a memory pointer is passed instead of the message 
itself. If agents are on different nodes, ARE employs a set of agents called “tunnel agents” to find 
the a path to the target, through the most appropriate medium. Tunnel agents are part of a special 
application called the Kernel. Unlike user programs, the Kernel, as its name implies, is run in kernel 
mode and receives special privileges. 

�

Globally Unique Entry Reference (GUR). The way agents are identified is an essential factor in 
the enhanced performance of KnoRBA. A GUR is 16-octet identifier that can be resolved to the 
memory address of the referenced entity with O(1) time complexity without giving away the 
address to the remote hosts. Hence it effectively eliminates the usual performance cost associated 
with message-passing environments, without compromising security.
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Why? Is It Better
Got Right. There were tablet computers before the iPad, but until then no one had got the idea 
right of what a tablet should be. KnoRBA has got the idea of agent-based component model 
right, adding a new dimension of abstraction to computer programming.
Truly General-Purpose. KnoRBA agents can be used to create any application that can be 
created using objects, and just as easily, only with added advantages.
Purely Agent-Based. KnoRBA ARE itself is an agent-based application written using KnoRBA. 
Hence it enjoys the same benefits. For example it can be easily extended with more tunnel 
agents to communicate over more types of media.
Extensibility. KnoRBA realizes agents as truly autonomous entities: They can be added or 
removed from a running program without interrupting its execution. 
Scalability. Not only KnoRBA applications are scalable to any given large number of nodes, 
the number of nodes can change dynamically while the application is running.
Stability. Failure of an agent does not result into failure of the application. Also, redundant 
agents doing the same task can coexist so that if one fails, the others take over.
Portability. Data and interface (knowledge) representation in KnoRBA is platform- and 
language-independent. Even low-energy devices are considered in design of KnoRBA.
Fast. KnoRBA broker mechanism avoids even copying buffers as long as security allows. Also, 
thanks to GUR, agents are resolved in constant time rather than O(n log n). Perhaps, KnoRBA 
could be the fastest message passing environment yet.
Cost Effective. Coding in KnoRBA needs less man-hours than many alternative methods.

Where? Can It Be Applied
High-Performance Computing. KnoRBA can effectively replace MPI, only to bring advanced 
agent-based component model, and enhanced distributed computing features.
Distributed Robotics. A KnoRBA program is basically the software equivalent of shape-
shifting distributed robots. Hence, naturally it is a perfect operating platform for them.
Avionics. A modern passenger airplane relies on a network of about 100 ACUs to fly, and 
many more to entertain the passengers. KnoRBA can make it easier and cheaper to program 
such sophisticated systems.
Automotive. Internally, modern cars run on 50~100 of ECUs and hundreds of thousands of 
lines of code; and externally they need to communicate with other cars, traffic control system, 
support centers, and so on. Not only KnoRBA can make software development cheaper, but it 
can help to accelerate research and development of new automotive technologies.
Smart Homes, Smart Cities, Traffic Control, and Smart Grid, because GUR is global.
Computer Peripherals. Knowledge Access Interface can be used to establish universal 
ontology between devices, regardless of their make, model or media connecting them.
Computer Programming in General. Being general-purpose, KnoRBA can bring its 
advantages to any kind of PC software.

Next?
KnoRBA OS. An advanced micro-kernel operating system written with KnoRBA.


